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1

The purpose of this report is to recommend the Winton Community Board approves the
budgeted project increase - to occur consecutively within 2018-2019 and 2019-2020 for
Contract 18/14 Great North Road stormwater renewal project - to incorporate additional
stormwater pipeline requiring replacement due to capacity and performance issues.

2

This report outlines the background regarding the investigation and scoping associated with the
development of Contract 18/14 (the Great North Road Stormwater Renewal Project). This paper
also seeks to address the financial and timing implications of undertaking this project in the
context of the 2018-2028 LTP draft development with subsequent options and a
recommendation.

3

The township of Winton has some historical issues with servicing some stormwater catchments
of the township particularly following intensive rain events that occur within the Winton area.

4

Specifically the southern stormwater catchment on State Highway 6 that services the Great North
Road and De Joux Road area (from Eglington Street south on Great North Road) which causes
some operational capacity and performance issues when a rain event occurs within Winton
resulting in overland flooding specifically on Great North Road.

5

The Winton stormwater reticulation system within this location was installed in 1956 giving it a
current residual age of 62 years.

6

Contract 17/41 an investigation project has now been completed by SDC Water and Waste and
Opus within the current 2017/2018 financial year to inspect and assess the current condition of
these stormwater pipelines within the Great North Road - De Joux Road area.

7

Investigation included closed circuit television inspection (where possible) on the existing
stormwater pipelines. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) techniques were also adopted to confirm
lateral positions, as historical plans had limited information on such pipes.

8

The investigation scope of works also included mechanically excavated test pits, to confirm
ground conditions and potential pipe clashes for the new alignment.

9

A detailed hydraulic model of the existing stormwater catchment was also developed, and a
topographical survey was undertaken.

10

Prior to the completion of the investigation the capital programme for the 2018-28 Long Term
Plan needed to be determined. To indicate to the community that stormwater pipes needed to be
renewed a project was included for $1 million. The investigation work has subsequently been
completed along with a price estimate.

11

The existing stormwater pipelines within catchment location were confirmed by CCTV to be
poor condition.

12

Large tree roots have established throughout the length of the existing alignment which has
progressively impacted on pipe performance. This resulted in Downer having to abandon their
CCTV inspection at numerous entry points due to obstruction and pipe deflection, resulting in a
reduced flow rate the existing pipeline was able to process during wet weather events.

13

Water and Waste staff engaged the services of a specialist contracting company, who operate the
largest root cutting machine within Southland/Otago to remove these roots, this was
unsuccessful with this contractor who also abandoned this methodology.

14

Staff would also like to highlight there were a number of historical repairs made to these existing
stormwater mains with varying sizes of pipe and material which have affected the ability to
convey stormwater in rainfall events.

15

The existing stormwater reticulation around this catchment was inadequately sized to cater for
10% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP), the repairs also undertaken on these existing
pipelines have not particularly helped.

16

The stormwater main De Joux Road - was not initially highlighted as requiring replacement,
however following investigation and the completion of the hydraulic model incorporating
pipeline to cater to 10% AEP means this pipeline is hydraulically undersized.

17

The investigation of the pipeline was an additional project included in the Annual Plan for
2017/18, with the expectation that a pipeline replacement would be required, but for an
unknown quantity. The investigation was not able to be completed in time for the scoped
replacement to be included in the capital programme and budgets for the 2018-28 Consultation
document and supporting draft Long Term Plan.

18

With the investigation being incomplete is was decided that a project needed to be included in
the process indicating to the Community the replacement was needed to be completed, including
an indication that it would be for a substantial amount. A project was included for stormwater
replacement in Winton in 2018/19 for $1 million. The project was to be funded by a loan over
30 years, with the loan repayments funded from the Winton Community Board general rate.

19

The completed investigation shows that funds of $1,876,500 are needed to replace the
stormwater pipes in order to alleviate the flooding that is occurring. It is proposed that this work
would be completed over two financial years 2018/19 and 2019/20.

20

All work to be undertaken in Great North between Eglington Street and De Joux Road is subject
to the approval of NZTA as this location is State Highway 6.

21

All work to be undertaken in De Joux Road is within Council’s roading corridor.

22

The Great North Road Stormwater Renewal project was included at $1 million in Council’s draft
2018/2028 Long Term Plan. This was an estimated number included to advise visibility to the
community that the project needed to be undertaken. Discussion with the Community Board as
part of the budgets for the Long Term Plan indicated this was an estimate pending the
completion of the investigation in the current financial year.

23

The $1 million project was included in the consultation document shown in the infrastructure
information on pages 16-17. No submissions were specifically received in relation to this project.

24

Contract 18/14 is programed to occur within year one of the 2018/2028 long term plan and is to
be funded via loan within a local Winton stormwater loan over a 30 year term.

25

Currently a budget of $1.0 million (STO 1718) is available within 2018/2019. It will be a
requirement to obtain an additional budget of $876,500.00 to finish Contract 18/14 within
2019/2020.

26

The project will be funded over two consecutive years 2018/2019 and 2019/2020.

27

Council’s Water and Waste Department have also been in consultation with NZTA about
Contract 18/14 and seeking financial contribution from NZTA for the amount of $177,100.00,
excluding GST, to contribute towards construction costs of this project specifically where
sumps/leeds are replaced within State Highway 6. Any funds received from NZTA will be used
to reduce the loan required.

28

Contract 18/14 costs are as follows:
Contract 18/14 Great North Road Stormwater Renewal
Construction costs (including contingency)
Opus procurement/construction fees

$66,500.00

SDC water and waste supervision fees

$110,000.00

Total

29

$1,700,000.00

$1,876,500.00

(All values are exclusive of goods and services tax).
The loan repayments required from 2020/21 financial year will add an additional $54,332 (plus
GST) to the rates required to be collected from the Winton Community Board ratepayers.
Attachment A shows the rates calculation for the 10 years of the 2018-28 Long Term Plan as was
included on all consultation documentation. These figures are different to the numbers seen by
the Community Board in October with the reduction in the local rates for library costs that are
proposed to be funded at a district level. Attachment B shows a revised calculation with the loan
repayments required for funding the additional $876,500 of capital work in 2019/20.

30

Attachment B shows that the Winton Community Board is projected to have a 20.23% increase
on 2019/20 and 16.86% in 2020/21. This will take the cost per rating unit (including GST) from
$224.57 in 18/19 to $315.55 in 2020/21. The Winton Community Board rate in 2017/18 is
$243.72 which includes the library funding. The local rate makes up approximately 10% of the
total rates residential properties pay.

31

The Great North Road stormwater renewal project has been programed to occur within
2018/2019 for $1 million in the 2018/2028 Long Term Plan. Council needs to approve an
amendment to the draft Long Term Plan to include the increased project costs and loan
repayments.

32

The following options have been considered and are as outlined below.



Significant reduction in flooding risk to the
affected catchment area when rain events
occur.



Lower maintenance and operational cost.



Correctly sized pipeline/s to cater 10%
AEP.



Reduced long term disruption to the
Winton public.



A robust engineering design that aligns with
Council’s current Subdivision Land Use
and Development Bylaw 2012.



Responsible asset management of Council’s
infrastructure.



Reduced safety risk to motorists during wet
weather events, with the mitigation of
overland flow flooding.



Resolves present issues once and avoids
future disruption.



Mitigated cost implication (temporarily).



A long construction period.



The rate increase to the Winton ratepayer
to fund the project.



Disruption to the Winton public.



Disruption to motorists entering the
southern end of Winton.



Increased maintenance costs.



Poor/limited engineering design.



Poor asset management of Council’s
infrastructure.



Rate increase to the Winton ratepayer.



Long construction period.



Increased flooding risk to this catchment
area.



Nil



The waiver of the recently completed
hydraulic model undertaken by Opus.



Works are not undertaken to Council’s sub
division land development standards.



This option is only a partial adhoc type
approach.



Disruption to the Winton public.



Disruption to motorists entering the
southern end of Winton.



Increased maintenance costs.



Poor/limited engineering design.



Poor asset management of Council’s
infrastructure.



Rate increase to the Winton ratepayer.



Long construction period.



Increased flooding risk to this catchment
area.



The waiver of the recently completed
hydraulic model undertaken by Opus.



Works are not undertaken to Council’s sub
division land development standards.



This option is not practical given the
current poor condition of the existing
stormwater pipelines.
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Contract 18/14 is not of significance as per Council’s Significance Policy.

34

The Significance and engagement policy requires consideration of the impact on social,
economic, environmental or cultural wellbeing of the region and consequences for people who
are likely to be particularly affected or interested. The impact on the local rate needs to be
considered within context of the total rates that each ratepayer pays.

35

Council’s Water and Waste Department recommend a full pipeline renewal is undertaken as
outlined within Option 1 of paragraph 21.

36

Winton Community Board approve the outlined financial increase total of $1,876,500.00
excluding GST.

37

Chief Executive awards contract under his delegated authority, subject to the recommended
Tenderer being under the budgeted amount of $1,876,500.00 excluding GST.
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